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THE «ROYAL LOTTERY» ACCORDING TO JOSEPHUS 
Christopher T. BEGG 
P.K. Mccarter has aptly titled lSam 10,17-27, the story of Saul's public de- 
signation and acclamation as Israel's first king, «the roya1 lotteryl.» In this 
essay, 1 wish to investigate Josephus' retelling of the Biblical lottery episode in 
his Antiquitates Judaicae (hereafter Ant.) 6.60-672. My investigation will pro- 
ceed by way of a detailed comparison between the Josephan version and source 
story as represented by the following major textual witnesses: MT (BHS)3, 
Codex Vaticanus (hereafter B)4, and the Lucianic (hereafter L) or Antiochene 
MSS5 of the LXX and Targum Jonathan on the Former Prophets (hereafter TJ)6. 
This comparison, in turn, seeks answers to such overarching questions as: 
Which text-form(s) of lSam 10,17-27 did Josephus have available? How and 
why has he modified the data of his source? What are the distinctive features 
of his version vis-a-vis the Bible's own account? 
1. P.K. MCCARTER, I Samuel (AB 8), New York 1980, p. 189. 
2. For the text and translation of Josephus' works, 1 use the edition of H.ST.J. THACKERAY 
et al., Josephus (LCL), Cambridge, MAILondon 1926-1965 (Ant. 6.60-67 is found in Vol. V., pp. 
197-201 where the translation and notes are by R. Marcus). 1 have likewise consulted the text 
and apparatus for Ant. 6.60-67 found in B. NIESE, Flavii Josephi Opera, 11, Berlin 21955, pp. 18- 
19. On Josephus' overall treatment of the two main (human) characters in lSam 10,17-27 (IlAnt. 
6.60-67) see: L.H. FELDMAN, JosephuslPortrait of Saul, in HUCA 60 (1989) 45-99; idem, Jose- 
phus'portrait of Samuel, in Abr-Nahrain 30 (1992) 103-145. 
3. Fragmentary portions of a distinctive Hebrew text of lSam 10,17-27 are preserved in 
4QSama which has not yet been officially published. For the readings of this MS, see the «tex- 
tual notes» in MCCARTER, ISamuel 190-1 91. 
4. For B 1 use the edition of A.E. BROOKE, N. MACLEAN and H.ST.J. THACKERAY, The 
Old Testament in Greek According to the Text of Codex Vaticanus, 1I:l I and II Samuel, 
Cambridge 1928. 
5. For L 1 use the edition of N. FERNÁNDEZ MARCOS and J.R. BUSTO SAIZ, El Texto Antio- 
queno de la Biblia Griega, 1 1-2 Samuel (TECC 50), Madrid 1989. 
6. For TJ 1 use the text of A. SPERBER, The Bible in Ararnaic, 11, Leiden 1959, and the trans- 
lation of this by D.J. HARRINGTON and A.J. SALDARINI, Targum Jonathan on the Former Prophets 
(The Ararnaic Bible lo), Wilmington, DE 1987. 
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In proceeding now to my comparison of 1Sam 10,17-27 and Ant. 6.60- 
67, 1 divide up the material to be studied as follows: 1) Samuel's Address 
(10,17-19116.60-61); 2) Saul Designated (10'20-24116.62-66a); and 3) Se- 
quels (10,25-27116.66b-67). 
1. Samuel 'S Address 
In 1Sam 10,17 Samuel (re-)convenes the people -who were dismissed by 
him in 8,22 from Rarnah (see 8,4) where they had demanded that he give them 
a king, and who have been «off stage» throughout the segment 9,l-10,16 fea- 
turing the private interaction between Samuel and Saul- to Mizpah. Josephus' 
parallel to 10,17 at the opening of 6.60 follows upon a like preceding sequence. 
In 6.44 Samuel sends off the crowd which had earlier (6.35) assembled to him 
at «Armatha» (= Ramah)7, whereupon the «private» events of 9,l- 10,16 unfold 
in 6.45-59. There then follows the notice at the start of 6.60 leading into the 
public lottery story: «Samuel now called (ovyxah~i)~ the people (TOV haóv)g to- 
gether at the city of Masphatha (Mcto@ae&).»"J 
Following the narrative notice introducing Samuel's speech of 10,18aa, his 
actual words to the people (VV. 18aP-19) comrnence (v. 18ap) with the Boten- 
formel: «Thus says the Lord the God of Israel.» In line with his usual practice, 
Josephus replaces the Bible's «messenger formula» with an alternative formu- 
lation: «. . . and made them an address, which he delivered, as he told them, at 
the cornrnandment of God (xctz' Ev~ohfiv. . TOO fkoÚ)ll.» Samuel's «prophetic» 
7. To his notice on this happening (//lSam 8,22) Josephus appends an explicit foreshadow- 
ing of Samuel's eventual reconvening of the people here in 6.60, i.e. «Samuel said.. . "For the 
present, depart ye each to his home: I will summon you at need, when I shall hnve learnt frorn 
God whom he gives you for your kingV» (here and throughout this essay 1 use italics to indicate 
elements of Josephus' presentation which have no Biblical counterpart as such, and vice versa). 
8. With this historic present form, compare the past forms of B (xa~.;lyyerhev) and L 
(ouvfiyays) lSam 10,17. On Josephus' penchant for the historic present, see C.T. BEGC;, 
Josephus' Account of the Early Divided Monarchy (AJ 8,212-420) (BETL 108), Leuven 
1993, pp. 10-11, n. 32. 
9. Josephus' word for «people» here, i.e. haój is the same one used by BL in 10,17. Like 
MT, Josephus lacks BCs specification that Samuel summoned «al1 the people». 
10. This is the reading of the codices MSP followed by Marcus; Niese reads rather Mao+M. 
Compare MT «Mizpah»; BL Maoorl+h. In Ant. 6.22 (//lSam 7 3 )  Josephus uses the accusative 
form Mao4&.cyv in reference to the same site. From 10,17 Josephus omits the specification 
about Sarnuel's convening the people «to the Lord» at Mizpah, likely because its meaning/in- 
tent is not immediately apparent. See n. 25. It might be noted here that, in accordance with its 
«theological geography,)) the ((Samaritan Chronicle No. II» sets the scene of lSam 10,17-27, 
not at Mizpah, but at «Elon Moreh, by Shechem». See J. MACDONALD, The Samnritan Chroni- 
cle No. 11 (BZAW 107), Berlin 1969, p. 122. 
11. Josephus' other uses of the phrase ~according to the commandment of God» are in Awt. 
3.16,104 (5.94; 6.146); 10.28 (178). His avoidance of the Botenformel goes together with his 
wider tendency to avoid the use of terms for «word» (hoyos, Qiipa) in reference to divine utte- 
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word to the people first (v. 18b) reminds them of God's initiatives in delivering 
them from the dominion of Egypt (MT; Pharoah king of Egypt, BL) and of 
other oppressor «kingdoms». Josephus (6.60b) recasts Samuel's historical re- 
miniscence in indirect discoursel2, likewise giving it a more a generalized cha- 
racter: «(He said that), albeit God had granted them freedom (Eheu0e~iav)13 and 
enslaved (6ouhhoavtog)l4 their enemies (nohayioug). . . »15 
Samuel's speech shifts from recalling the past to denunciation in the pre- 
sent at 10,19aa where Israel is charged with «rejecting» (B E~ou0evfinat~, L 
EEou0evhoaze) its deliverer God. Josephus amplifies the charge with a «moti- 
vation», i.e. ignorance, for the people's action: «...they had been unmindful of 
his benejts (C1yvqyofioe~av zov E I ~ E Q Y E ~ L ~ V ) ~ ~  and rejected His sovereignty 
(tóv ... 0eov &XOXELQOTOVOO~L ~fjg P a o ~ h ~ i a s ) ~ ~ ,  unaware that it was in their 
rances; see BEGG, Josephus'Account 20, n. 90. Also to be noted in the above formulation is Jose- 
phus' use of «God» for the source's «Lord». Also this substitution reflects a wider Josephan ten- 
dency, i.e. his virtually total avoidance of the Biblical usage of «Lord» (LXX ~GQLo;) as a divine 
title, a usage which was not current in secular Greek. See BEGG, Josephus'Account 45, n. 218 
and the literature cited there. 
12. This substitution of indirect for direct discourse is a recumng feature of Josephus' re- 
wnting of the Bible; see BEGG, Josephus'Account 12-13, n. 38. At the conclusion of his version 
of Samuel's speech (6.61) Josephus will, however, have him switch to direct discourse, see below. 
13. «Freedom» (EhevBeQia) is a key religio-political term throughout Josephus' wntings 
where it is used both positively (of a gift God gives his people) and negatively (particularly of 
the Zealots' effort to wrest independence for themselves from the Romans, contrary to God's will 
of the moment). The term as used here in 6.60 harks back to Josephus' version of Samuel's ear- 
lier address to the people at Mizpah (//lSamuel 7) where it is introduced by him severa1 times, 
see 6.19,20. On Josephus' concept of «freedom» overall, see: D. NESTLE, Freikeit, in RAC 7 
(1972) 269-289, cc. 287-289; R. HEILIGENTHAL, Freikeit, 11.1. Frühjudentum, in TRE 11 (1983) 
498-502, esp. pp. 500-501; F.S. JONES, Freedom, in ABD 2 (1992) 855-859, esp. p. 856; FELD- 
MAN, Samuel 135-136. 
14. This is Josephus' only use of the verb 6ouhów with God as subject. 
15. This is Josephus' generalizing equivalent for the source's mention of «Egypt» and the 
other «kingdoms» which had oppressed the Israelites. Note the wordplay of Josephus' for- 
mulation: God gave the people «freedom», while doing the opposite with their enemies, i.e. 
«enslaving» them. 
16. The above phrase occurs only here in Josephus; its reference to God's «benefits» might 
be seen as his adaptation of the expression used to qualify God in 10,19aa, i.e. «who saves you 
from al1 your calamities and distresses*. In his version of God's word to Samuel on the occasion 
of the people's initial demand for a king (//lSam 8,7-9) in Ant. 6.38 Josephus also undercores the 
ingratitude towards their divine benefactor implied by that demand: the people will be overcome 
by remorse once they receive their king «which will convict them of adopting a course ungrate- 
ful (06% e6~a~iozous)  towards Me (God) and thy (Samuel's) prophetic office». 
17. Josephus' only other use of the verb &no~e~~otovÉw is in Bellum Judaicum (hereafter BJ) 
2.52. The above phrase represents Josephus' specification of the charge about Israel's ((rejecting 
God» of 10,19. From the source charge Josephus omits the problematic chronological indication 
«you have this day rejected.. .» which seems to ignore the fact that a considerable time would 
have to have elapsed between the people's initial demand for a king (lSamuel8) and the current 
assembly (1Sam 10,17ff.) during which the events narrated in 9,l-10,16 occurred. 
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highest interest to have the best (k~iozou) of all rulers, and that the best 
(&e~oroc) of al1 was God». lSam 10,19a(3 quotes the people's previous word 
expressive of their reprobate demand: «No!l8 but set a king set over us» (see 
lSam 8'4). Josephus' version embellishes the source's mention of the human 
king with a lengthy reminiscence of Samuel's earlier warnings (1Sam 8'10- 
18llAnt. 6.40-42) about that king's despotism: 
«.. . (nay), they chose to have a man (&ve~wnov)~g for their king, who wo~ild treat 
his subjects as chattels at his will and pleasure (xazk (30Zihqoiv xai En~Bupiav)20 
and at the impulse of his other passions, indulging his power to the,full; one who not 
being the author and creator (E~yov xai nataoxeljaoya)2~ of the human race, 
would not study to preserve it, while God, for that very reason would cherish it with 
cure ( n ~ 6 0 i z o ) . » ~ ~  
The Biblical Samuel's word to the people concludes with the injunction 
«present yourselves before the Lord by your tribes and by your thousands» (so 
MT L) in 10'19b. Josephus (6.61~) prefaces cornrnand with an additional, par- 
ting reproach: «Howbeit, he added, since it pleases  yo^^^ thus and this intent 
to outrage God (q neo5 zov eeov 5(3~1s)24 has prevailed, range yourselves 
(naxljeyze, BL xazciozy~e) al1 of yozt25 by tribes and families ( x a ~ &  @vhci~ ze
nai onfj~czqa)~~ and cast lots (xhq~oug (3ólh~te).»~7 
18. So BL (oiixi); compare MT i> («to him», i.e. God). Cf. further BHS and the commentaries. 
19. By use of this term, Josephus introduces an ironic wordplay with his mention of 
«God» in what precedes: the people could have had God as their king; instead they opted for 
a mere «man». 
20. This collocation is hapm in Josephus. 
21 This collocation is hapax in Josephus. 
22. Josephus uses the verb xfiSo with God as subject also in BJ 6.310; Ant. 
1.209;3.191;4.2;5.31;6.9,187,305. The above appendix to the source mention of the human king 
asled for by Israel with its continued contrast between that figure and the all-beneficent God un- 
derscores the people's foolishness in demanding a human king when they could have a divine 
one. The insertion likewise gives expression to Josephus' own distaste for (human) monarchy, a 
distaste that accorded with a long-standing tradition of his intended Roman readers. See FELD- 
MAN, Samue1 130-132. 
23. Note the shift from the indirect discourse, used up ti11 this point in Josephus' version of 
Samuel's speech, to direct. Such shifts occur with some regularity in the speeches of Josephus' 
corpus. See BEGG, Josephus'Acco~tnt 123-124, n. 772. 
24. Josephus uses (variations of) the above construction also in BJ 4.150; Ant. 1.113; 3.133; 
4.206; 5,200,255; 8,253,316; 9,154; 10.241. 
25. Just as he does with the similar indication in 10,17 (see n. lo), Josephus leaves aside the 
specification that the people are to presenl themselves «before the Lord» of 10,19b. 
26. Josephus' wording here represents a reversal of the sequence of B 10,19b (xata .c& 
axfjxt@a.. . xai ?tara .ca; @uh&~). Compare L xata  @uhcís.. xai %ata x ~ h ~ a 8 a s  (= MT). 
27. Josephus «anticipates» this addition to the Biblical Samuel's directive from the con- 
tinuation of the account in 10,20-21. Thereby, he prepares readers for the lot-casting procedure 
which follows. 
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2. Saul Designated 
The core of the narrative in lSam 10,17-27 is the account of the process 
which eventuates in Saul being recognized as king by the people, VV. 20-24 
(116.62-66a). The process commences with a three-fold «(lot-)taking», first 
of a tribe, then of a family, and finally of an individual, VV. 20-2128. Jose- 
phus gives his compressed version of the three-stage procedure in 6.62: 
«The Hebrews having done ~029, the lot fe11 to the (tribe) of Benjaminso, and 
when lots had been cast for it the family (nat~~cl)31 called Matris ( M a z ~ i g ) ~ ~  
was successful; and lots being cast for the individuals of that family (naz' 
Q í v 6 ~ a ) ~ ~  Saul son of Kish (Ket.octiow, B Keig, L Kig) obtained (hayxáve~)34 
the kingship (@ao~hezje~v).» 
The narrative movement from 1 Sam 10,20-2 l a  to 21 b poses a problem in 
that, whereas according to the former sequence Saul would presumably have 
to be present in order to be «taken» by the lot, in the latter he appears, in fact, 
to have been absent, so that the crowd must (unsuccessfully) «seek» for 
him35. Josephus (6.63) implicitly resolves the difficulty by evoking Saul's 
«flight» upon hearing of his choice. To that notice, in turn, he attaches a long 
psychologizing comment concerning the king elect's action. The inserted 
segment reads thus: 
«Learning thereoj the young man promptly took himselfaway, not wishing, I imagine 
(oipa~), to appear eager to take the sovereignty36. Nay, such was the restraint and mo- 
28. BL 10,21a feature a plus, absent in MT, i.e. «so he (= Samuel, thus L; B «they») brought 
the family of the Matrites near man by mann, which is generally held to have been part of the 
original text whence it was lost in MT by haplography. So MCCARTER, ISamuel, ad loc. 
29. Compare 10,20a: «Then Samuel brought al1 the tribes of Israel near.» Josephus' wording 
connects up more smoothly with Samuel's command to the people «to range yourselves» at the 
end of 6.61. On Josephus' oscillating designations for the chosen people at various moments of 
their history, see A. ARAZY, The Appelations of the Jews (Ioudaios, Hebraios, Israel) in the Lite- 
rature from Alexander to Justinian, Diss. New York University 1973, pp. 170-181. 
30. Josephus has no equivalent to the -easily to be supplied- notice of 10,2laa: «he (Sa- 
muel) brought near the tribe of Benjamin by families». 
31. This is the same term used by Lin 10,21aP to designate Saul's «family»; compare B @uh(. 
32. Compare MT B Mazzaeei; L 'Apa.c.caei. 
33. The above phrase might be seen as Josephus' equivalent to the (B)L plus in 10,21a (see 
n. 28): «and he brought the family of the Matrites near man by man (xa.cEt oivsea)». 
34. Note the historic present. 
35. On the point see the commentaries. 
36. With the above inserted, «explanation» of the motive behind Saul's «flight», compare 
Josephus' long appended comment conceming the reason for Saul's not telling his uncle that he 
had been anointed king (1Sam 10,16), likewise featuring the use of the term o?yal in Ant. 6.59. 
The latter passage reads: «But concerning the kingdom and al1 relating theretu, deeming that the 
recital thereof would excite jealousy and distrust, he held his peace; nay, even to one who see- 
med most loyal of friends and whom he loved more affectionately than al1 those of his blood, he 
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desty (8yn~ázeiav ilai ow$~oa6vyv)37 displayed by him that, whereas most persons 
are unable to contain their joy over the slightest success (066' Eni p i n ~ a i ~  
e6x~ayiai; tip xaQ&v n a t a o ~ ~ i v  6 vapÉvwv)38 b ~ t  r ~ s h  ( x Q o T c ~ ~ ~ Ó v T c o v ) ~ ~ ,  tu 
display (yevÉo9ai $ave@ow~) themselves before al1 the world, he, far from showing 
such (pride) on (obtaining) a kingdom (fiaoihsiq) and being appointed lord 
(6~0xÓt~lg) of al1 those mighty peoples (EOv6v)40, actually stole away (E~Éilha~ev)41 
from the view of hisbture subjects and forced them to search (tqteiv) for him42, not 
without trouble43.~ 
The designation process takes a new turn in 10,22a where, in view of the 
fruitlessness of the search for Saul (10,21b), inquiry is made of the Lord. MT 
and BL differ with regard to both the subject of the inquiring and the actual 
question posed. According to MT «they» (the people as a whole) again ask the 
Lord «is there yet a man to come h i t h e r ~ ? ~ ~  By contrast BL represent Samuel 
judged it neither safe nor prudent to disclose this secret, rejlecting, I ween (oipat), on what 
human nature in truth is, and how no one, be he friend or kinsman, shows unwavering loyalty or 
preserves his affection when brilliant distinctions are bestowed by God, but al1 men straightway 
regard these eminences with malice and envy.» 
37. This collocation occurs only here in Josephus. 
38. This maxim finds a echo in Josephus' (likewise interpolated) cornrnent concerning King 
Amaziah of Judah who, puffed up by his victory over the Edomites, challenges King Joash of Is- 
rael to combat (112Chron 25,17, cf. 2Kgs 14,7) in Ant. 9.196 ((Amasias, however, was not able to 
contain himself at his good fortune ( ~ ~ T E X E L V  & ~ Z ) T O V  &ni mis ~Gn~ayia t s  06 Gvv&pevos) . . .» On 
Josephus' treatment of Amaziah, see C.T. BEGG, Amaziah of Judah according to Josephus (Ant. 
9.186-204), in Antonianum 70 (1995) 3-30. 
39. This is the reading of the codices RE which Niese and Marcus follow; the other codices 
have rather n ~ o o n ~ n ~ ó v r o v .  
40. The referent of this plural term, which in the LXX and in Josephus himself (see, e.g., 
Ant. 11.194; 13.196) characteristically denotes the other peoples in contrast to the Jews, is not 
immediately obvious. In its seerning indication that Saul is destined to rule over, not only his owri 
people, but others as well, the term might have in view Ant. 6.129 (//lSam 14,47-48) which lists 
six neighboring nations subjugated by Saul. 
41. Josephus' two other uses of the verb ExxhÉxzo are in BJ 2.102; 3.341. 
42. With this phrase Josephus finally reconnects with the Biblical story line, see 10,21ba 
«and they sought (BL Etqtet) him.. .» 
43. Subsequently, Josephus will note that Saul's «modesty», which he highlights in the 
above notice, was not, after all, an innate quality and in fact turned into its opposite once Saul 
assumed power. See Josephus' reflection appended to his version of the story of the massacre of 
the priests of Nob (1Samuel 21-22) instigated by Saul in Ant. 6.262-268 where (6.263-264) he 
speaks of Saul as one of those people who, as long as they remain in a humble station, appear 
«kindly and moderate (~ETQLOL) and pursue only what is right», but once come into power, «strip- 
ping off al1 those qualities and laying aside their habits and ways, as if they were stage masks,. . . 
assume in their place audacity, recklessness, contempt for things human and divine.. .» On Jose- 
N phus' portrayal of Saul's (initial) modesty in relation both to the similar emphasis of Rabbinic 
tradition (see, e.g., b. Meg. 13b; Tanh. B. 3.5) and to Aristotle's denigration of false modesty, see 
FELDMAN, Saul79-82. 
44. 1.e. someone in addition to Saul who might be chosen by the lot procedure. 
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alone putting the Lord the question: «did the mar145 come hither?»46 Josephus 
follows BL with regard to the identity of the inquirer, while also replacing the 
rather allusive question of both MT and BL with a definite request of the Deity. 
His formulation (6.64) runs: «These (Le. the people, see 6.63) being bafled and 
perplexed (&yqxavoUvtwv nai @~ov~~~Óvtwv)47 at Saul 'S disappearance 
(&@avfig),4* the prophet (n~o@fizqg)49 besought God (inÉteu~50 tov 8eóv)51 to 
show where the young m ~ n 5 ~  and to bring him before their eyes (Ep@íxvfig).>>53 
lSam 10,22b «quotes» the Lord's reply in direct address: «Behold, he has hid- 
den (BL nÉngunta~) himself arnong the baggage (BL oneUeot.v).» Josephus 
(6.65) transposes quotation into a transitional narrative notice which likewise 
leaves aside the source specification about Saul's hiding-place: «and having 
learned from God the place where Saul lay hiding (nÉnevntai = BL). . .>>S4 
MT and BL once again diverge in relating the reaction to the divine oracle: 
in the former (10,23aa) «they» (the people) «run and take» Saul, while in the 
45. 1.e. Saul himself who is here thought to have been absent during the preceding lot- 
procedure. 
46. On the differences between MT and BL lSam 10,22a, see the cornmentaries (which 
generally assign the textual priority to the latter). 
47. This collocation occurs only here in Josephus. 
48. The above transitional notice has, as such, no equivalent in lSam 10,21b-22a. It might, 
however, be seen as Josephus' «psychological transposition» of the closing words of 10,21b, i.e. 
«(they sought him) but could not find (him)~. 
49. This designation takes the place of the proper name «Samuel» in BL 10,22a. As FELD- 
MAN, Samuel 109 points out, one of the most distinctive features of Josephus' portrait of Samuel 
is the fact that whereas the Bible itself (1Sam 3,20) uses the term «prophet» only once in ref- 
erence to him, Josephus does so no less than 45x. This feature, in turn, reflects the historian's 
more general tendency to introduce the terms «prophet» and «prophecy» in contexts where his 
Biblical source lacks such. See L.H. FELDMAN, Prophets and Prophecy in Josephus, in JTS, NS 
41 (1990) 386-422, esp. pp. 389-391. 
50. Note the historic present. 
51. Josephus employs the above construction over 30x in Ant.: 1.58.186,188,199,268,303; 
2,334; 3.6,310; 5.159,276,280,344,345; 6.24,4264;7.154,294,321,327; 8.234.255; 10.11,26,64,199; 
11.229,231,234; 12.300,407; 19.341. Compare BL 10,22a Enqe&.cqoev. .. kv KV@@. Here again (see 
n. ll),  Josephus avoids the source's use of the divine title «Lord». 
52. Like BL 10,22b Josephus has the inquiry concem «the (young) man»; compare MT «a 
man», i.e. one additional to Saul himself. See nn. 44-45. 
53. Note the wordplay with various derivates of the @a(~)v-stem: @aveeoUs (6.63), 
kvÉ@qve (6.63); &@av(q (6.64), Ep@avÉ~ (6.64). Ant. 6.60-67 features a like wordplay with 
forms of the Paoth- root: bao~heia (bis: 6.60,63); PaotheUs (6.61,66[ter],67); paothe6o (bis: 
6.62,63); ~ a o ~ h t n ó ~  (6.65). 
54. This is the reading of the codices MSP which Marcus follows. Niese reads xe6nzeaa~ 
with ROE. FELDMAN, Saul81-82 suggests that Josephus omitted the source's specification about 
Saul hiding «among the baggage» on the consideration that the image conveyed thereby would 
have appeared unbecoming of a king-designate in the eyes of Gentile readers. One might like- 
wise suggest that the omission could also reflect the fact that there has been no previous reference 
to the presence of «baggage» at the ad hoc Mizpah assembly and so it remains unclear to what 
the term is referring here. See the commentaries. 
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latter the subject, here too, is Samuel. Josephus' rendition represents a kind of 
«rniddle way» between the two conflicting presentations: «. . . he sent (nÉyne~)55 
to fetch him.. .» In 10,23afi Saul himself «takes his stand» (BL nazÉozqoev) in 
the midst of the people. Josephus emphasizes the continued initiative of Sa- 
muel by having him «cause Saul to stand»: «... and when he was come, set 
('iotqot)56 him in the midst of the throng (yéoov z0.ú nhflflous, BL Ev yÉoq T O ~  
hao.ú).» The account of Saul's fetching is rounded off in 10,23b with mention 
of his conspicuous height, «he was taller than any of the people from his shoul- 
ders upward~. Josephus expatiates on the king-designate's distinguished ap- 
pearance: «And he overtopped them al1 and in stature was indeed most kingly 
(.Livo~..  fiaoth~nWzato~).»57 
The edesignation process» recounted in 10,20-24 culminates with Samuel's 
presentation of Saul to the people (v. 24a) and their acclamation of him (v. 
24b). Josephus' rendition of Samuel's word (6.66a) spells out the implication 
of Saul's «uniqueness» as affirmed by his Biblical counterpart: «Then said 
(héye~)~8 the prophet (xgo+fltq~)~9: "This is he whom God has given you for 
king (6yiv 6 0eos EGwne fiaalhÉa)60; see how he both excels al1 (ngeizzov ... 
n á v t ~ v ) ~ l  and is worthy of the sovereignly (zqg ixexrjs  LOS)."»^^ Thereafter, 
Josephus makes the notice of 10,24b, the people's acclamation of Saul, the 
transition to his account of further initiatives by Samuel (//10,25): «But after 
the acclamations (&n~u+flyqoe)~~ of the people (6 h a ó ~  = BL): "Long live the 
king (zQ fiaa~he1 ootqgiav). . ."»64 
55. Note the historic present. 
56. Note the historic present. 
57. The phrase «kingly stature~ is hapax in Josephus. On Josephus' accentuation of the p h y  
sical attractiveness of Saul (and other Biblical figures) in accord with the conventions of Greco- 
Roman literature, see FELDMAN, Salil62-63. 
58. Note the historic present. BL 10,24 ~ine(v). 
59. 10,24a reads «Samuel». Josephus makes the same substitution of title for proper name 
in his rendition of 10,22 (BL) in 6.64, see n. 49. 
60. Samuel's reference to «God9s giving a king» here closely echoes the announcement 
which Josephus attributes to him when disrnissing the earlier Ramah assembly (111Sam 8,22) in 
6.44: «I will summon you at need when 1 shall have learnt from God whom he gives you for your 
king (TOO Be00 ... GiGwu~v 6piv @ao~hÉa)». Compare 10,24a@: «Do you see whom the Lord (BL 
KZie~og) has chosen?» Here again, Josephus avoids the source's use of «Lord» as a divine title. 
61. Compare 10,24ay: «there is none like him among al1 the people» (MT)/«among al1 of 
you» (BL). Note too the above phrase's echo of 6.65 where Saul is said to eovertop them all» 
( & ~ E ~ X E  &náv~wv). 
62. This declaration by «the prophet» accentuate; Saul's fitness for kingship in the 
eyes of God. 
63. In his use of this term, Josephus stands closer to MT 10,24b «al1 the people shouted 
( iv r i )~  then to BL which read «al1 the people knew (Eyvooav = ivi9i) and said (~Tnav B / ~Sxov 
L)». The LXX reading «knew» is generally attributed to a confusion of the consonants resh and 
dalet, see, e.g., MCCARTER, ISamuel 191. 
64. Compare BL Sljtw B @ao~heUs. 
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3. Sequels 
The concluding section of lSam 10,17-27, VV. 25-27, relates initiatives 
taken by Samuel, Saul, and various groups among the people subsequent to the 
king's presentation/acclarnation (v. 24). The sequence opens in v. 25 with men- 
tion of four actions on the part of Samuel: he informs the people of «the clava 
of the kingship», writes in a book, deposits this before the Lord, and, finally, 
dismisses the people. Josephus' version (6.66b) modifies and expands this pre- 
sentation in a whole series of respects: 
«. . .the prophet ( ~ g o @ f i z q ~ ) ~ ~  having put in writing (nazayga~a5)66 for them al1 that 
should come to pass ( z a  pihhovza oupf5fioeo0a~)67, read (it)68 in the hearing of the 
king69 and then laid up (zi0yo~v)70 the book (P~phiov = BL) in the tabernacle of God 
(6v zfi toa 0 ~ 0 0  ~ n q v f i ) ~ ~  as a testimony (pagt6g~ov)~~ to after generations of what 
65. This is Josephus' third substitution of the title «prophet» for the source's proper name 
«Samuel» in 6.60-67, see nn. 4939. 
66. BL Eyeaqev. In Josephus' rendition this «writing» is Samuel's first action whereas in 
10,25 it comes after his speaking to the people. 
67. Josephus not only canticipatesn Samuel's act of writing from second (so 10,25) to first 
place in his series of actions (see pevious note); he also gives a content of his own to what it is 
Samuel writes, i.e. not «the uDwn (BL zo Gtxaiopa) of the kingship», but rather predictions of co- 
rning events. The later change accords with Josephus' conception of the (true) prophet as one 
who accurately predicts the future. See FELDMAN, Prophets 407-4-1 1. Josephus leaves aside here 
the specification of 10,25ap about Samuel's wnting «in a book)); he will, however, make use of 
that indication subsequently, see below. 
68. lSam 10,25 does not speak of a «reading» by Samuel who, rather, first proclaims the 
«uDwn of the kingdom» to the people without a text, and only then sets this in writing. Josephus' 
introduction of a reference to «reading» holds together with his having Samuel begin by «writ- 
ing» a text which he then proceeds to read. 
69. Contrast 10,25aa where Samuel proclaims «the uD12tn of the kingdom» to «the peoplen 
generally, no mention being made of Saul in particular. Josephus' making Saul the addressee of 
Samuel's discourse accentuates the king's stature, this in accord with a tendency observable else- 
where in his rewnting of lSam 10,17-27, see, e.g., n. 62.1 further suggest that, in his modifying 
of both the content and the addressee of «the u~wn of the kingdomx which Sarnuel tells the people 
according to 10,25aa, Josephus aims to avoid the apparent duplication between this passage and 
lSam 8,lO-18 (116.40-42) where, at God's command, Samuel tells the people «the ways of the 
king». In light of the presentation there, one rnight suppose that the people were already aware 
of what kingship will entail and so have no need to hear it again. Accordingly, Josephus makes 
the newly elected Saul the addressee of Samuel's words here in 6.66. Perhaps too, Josephus 
found inspiration for his adaptation of 10,25a in 2Kgs 22,10112Chron 34,18 where King Josiah 
has the «book» found in the Temple read to him by Shaphan. 
70. Note the histonc present. BL 10,25ay Eí3ylx~v. 
71. Josephus uses the phrase ctabemacle of God» elsewhere in Ant. 4.22,64,79;5.343; 7.156, 
cf. Contra Apionem 2.12. Josephus' formulation here represents a specification of the vague in- 
dication found in 10,25ay: «he laid it (the book) up before the Lord» (note again Josephus' avoid- 
ance of the Bible's divine title). The reference coheres as well with other (non-Biblical) 
references made by him to documents stored «in the temple», see: Ant. 3.38 («a writing deposi- 
ted in the temple attests that God foretold to Moses that water would thus spring forth from the 
S 
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he had foretol83. That task accomplished, Samuel dismissed the multitude ( & z o ~ ~ E L ~ ~  
afiv nhqOZiv)75 and betook (n;a@ayivsta~)76 himselfto the city of Armatha ('A~paOá), 
his native place ( x a z ~ i 5 ) . » ~ ~  
In 10,26 attention shifts to Saul who goes home to Gibeah, accompanied 
by a «God-touched» retinue. Josephus' rendering (6.67b) seems to align itself 
with the reading of BL 4QSama against MT, while also eliminating the «theo- 
logical allusion» comrnon to al1 the Biblical witnesses. This goes: «Saul, for 
his part, departed for Gabatha (l7a@aefiv)7gl whence he was sprung79; he was 
rack»); 4.303 (Moses (cbequeathed his Song [see Deuteronorny 321 in a book preserved in the 
temple containing a prediction of future events, in accordance with which al1 has come and his 
coming to pass [see 6.66 where Samuel puts in writing "al1 that shall come to pass"]))); 5.61 (the 
lengthening of day in the time of Joshua «is attested by Scriptures that are laid up in the tem- 
ple»). Samuel's book would thus be one of a whole series of writings which were deposited in 
the tabemacle or its successor, the Temple. 
72. Josephus uses this term only thnce elsewhere: Ant. 12.153; 16,157,161. 
73. This appended indication spells out the purpose behind Samuel's depositing of the book. 
It picks up on Josephus' earlier specification of the book's content, i.e. «al1 that should come to 
passn. Here again (see n. 67), Josephus' conception of the «prophet» as one who delivers true 
predictions makes itself felt. At the same time, the designation of Samuel's book as a «witness» 
might be inspired by Biblical references to other such «witnesses» in the people's history, see, 
e.g., Deut 31,26 (Moses' book of the law is to be «witness» [LXX paet2ietov = 6.661 against 
them); Jos 24,22 (bis; the people are to be «witnesses» against themselves). 27 (the ~hearing 
stone» at Shechem will be a «witness» [LXX ~ ~ Q T ~ Q L O ~ ]  against the people). 
74. Note the historic present. 
75. BL k~ctnEae~hev.. . návta zov haov. Josephus lacks an equivalent to the (self-evident) 
concluding words of either MT or BL (and 4QSama) 10,25b. The former reads: «(Samuel sent al1 
the people away), each one to his heme», while the latter have: «(Samuel sent al1 the people 
away) and each one went to his place». On his «substitution» for this element of the source, see 
above in the text. 
76. Note the historic present. 
77. The above notice takes the place of the conclusion(s) of MTBL 10,25b omitted by Jose- 
phus (see n. 75). It answers the question of what Samuel himself did upon the terrnination of the 
assembly. For the notice's association of Samuel with «Armatha» (= Ramah), see lSam 1,1 (Sa- 
muel's father Elkanah is from ~Ramathaim-zpohim» [IlAnt. 5.342 «Armatha»]), 19 (Samuel's 
parents-to-be retum to «their house in Ramah» [//5.346 the couple retums to «their native place» 
(nazeisa, see nate4,6.67)]); 2,11 (Elkanah goes home to Ramah [no Josephan parallel]); 7,17 
(following his judicial circuit, Samuel retums to Ramah «for his home was there [no Josephan 
parallel]); 8,4 (the Israelite elders come to Samuel at Rarnah [//6.35 «Armatha»]); 19,18 (David 
repairs to Samuel at Ramah [6.221 «Armatha»]); 25,l (Samuel is buried in his house in Ramah 
[6.293 «they bury him in his native ( ~ c a ~ ~ i 6 ~ )  Armatha~]); 28,3 (Samuel buried in Ramah his own 
city [no Josephan parallel]). See also Ant. 6.47 (the unidentified «city» referred to in lSam 9,6 
to which Saul and servant come and where Samuel is resident is identified as «Armatha») 
78. MT J T Y ~ I :  B raBaOá; L «translates» eis tov Bouvóv. Josephus has previously mentioned 
«Gabatha» in connection with Saul in Ant. 6.56 (IIlSam 10,5 where MT reads «Gibeath-elohim~, 
and BL translate eis tov Bovvov to6 0eoO) as the site of Saul's predicted encounter with a «band 
of prophets». Cf. also the «fulfillment notice» of 10,10 (no parallel in Josephus); here Saul does 
meet the prophets upon coming to «Gib'atha» (MT)IeIs zov Bapa (>B) fiovvóv (BL). 
79. 10,26a «to his house». 
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accompanied by many honest folk (&yaOoi)80, tendering hirn the homage 
(t~pqv) due to a king ...»81 The sequels to Saul's designation conclude 
(10'27aba) with mention of a group of malcontents who openly express their 
contempt for the new king. Josephus introduces a variety of modifications in 
his version (6.67~): «. . . but by knaves (novqeoi)82 yet more83, who, holding 
him in contempt (nata+~ovo.Uvte~ aVto~)84, derided (E~heljal;ov) the restg5 
and neither offered him presents (oute 6Wea neooÉ+e~ov)86 nor took any pains 
or cure (anov6j nai hóyq)87 to gain the favour (to &gÉaneoea~) of S ~ u l . » ~ ~  
The textual witnesses diverge at the end of lSam 10,27. MT (and L TJ) read 
that Saul «held his peace» (RSV, MT w3ina> v i )  before his detractors. B, on the 
contrary, breaks off its version of 10,27 with mention of the reprobates' failure 
80. This is Josephus' moralizing equivalent for the designation vioi Guváp~ov (~valiant 
men», RSV) of BL which it has in cornmon with 4QSama (Yna 92). MT, by contrast, reads Y77 
(«the army»). With Josephus' term compare TJ ~(there went with him) part of the people, men 
fearing sin (axm '?m)». 
81. This is Josephus' substitution for the qualification of Saul's retinue as those «whose 
hearts God (so MT; BL 4QSama the LordNahweh) had touched». Josephus' «de-theologizing» 
here might have been prompted by the consideration that a divine intervention would hardly 
seem necessary for people to attach themselves to a popular new king. His formulation itself is 
worded as a contrast to what will be said about a second group around Saul who are said to have 
«have held him in contempt* in what follows. See below. 
82. This rendition has obviously been chosen by Josephus as the contrast term to the ayaeoi 
spoken of in what precedes. MT ?v9?2 32: BL vioi hol~oi. Again (see previous note), Josephus' 
wording has a counterpart in TJ which renders «men of wickedness» (xvilrl ?n). 
83. This indication has no counterpart in 10,27; it underscores the difficult situation facing 
Saul at the beginning of his kingship when the majority of his people were against him. 
84. BL fitipooav aVtov. Josephus' leaves aside the mocking question of the malcontents as 
cited in 10,27 (MT) «how can this man save us?» 
85. Also this indication has no equivalent in 10,27. It underscores the agressivity of the 
«knaves» who not only despise the kiñg but likewise ridicule the rninority that is giving him 
due recognition. 
86. BL 06% +jveyxccv aVt@ GWea. Compare TJ «they did not come to ask for his peace». HAR- 
RINGTON and SALDARINI, Targum Jonathan 120, n. 43 comment: «Tg removes any suggestion that 
Saul might have been seeking gain. It may refer to the Roman custom of clients paying a daily 
cal1 to their patrons.» 
87. This collocation occurs only here in Josephus. 
88. This appended notice has no source equivalent; it further underscores the insolence of 
the contemptuous majority towards Saul. As such, it throws into relief the reversal which occurs 
in the immediately following passage (6.68-85//1Samuel 11) where Saul's victory over Nahash 
so solidifies his reputation among the people that his detractors have their lives threatened by the 
crowd. It likewise serves to accentuate Saul's own subsequent magnimity in resisting the crowd's 
demand for his opponents' death (see lSam 11,13/lAnt. 6.82). The ~Samaritan Chronicle No. II» 
(see Macdonald, p. 123) offers the following noteworthy identification of those who reject Saul's 
rule according to 10,27: «Now the Phinehasites and the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh, the Jo- 
sephites, and those attached to them from the Levites and the rest of the tribes -those called the 
Congregation of Israel, the Samaritans- did not accept the rule of Saul over them.» As this for- 
mulation indicates, the Chronicle, in attributing the rejection of Saul's kingship to the Samari- 
tans views that rejection, in contrast to the Bible itself, as something positive. 
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to bring Saul presents (v. 27ba). Thereafter, it commences chap. 11 with a chro- 
nological indication (xai EysvqBy pez& pfjva) which is viewed by Mccarter 
as the original reading, reflecting a Hebrew wyn 1x1 n31g9. Finally, 4QSama goes 
its own way with respect to al1 these witnesses. While agreeing with B in hav- 
ing no equivalent to MT's concluding words in 10,27, it precedes the chro- 
nological indication it shares with B at the start of chap. 11, with an extended 
Sondergut item concerning Nabash's earlier exploits.90 Given these divergen- 
ces, it is of interest to note that Josephus, in fact, stands closest to the reading 
of 4QSama. Specifically, he lacks a counterpart to MT's closing reference to 
Saul's stance in 10,27. At the opening of 6.68 he gives a chronological indica- 
tion (ahowever a month later.. .») corresponding to that of B and 4QSama to 
which he attaches an account of Nahash's doings reminiscent of what one reads 
in 4QSarna. In other words, Josephus and 4QSama are the only extant witnes- 
ses to preserve the material concerning Nahash's previous misdeeds. At the 
same time, Josephus, in contrast to the Qumran MS, does present his chro- 
nological indication prior to recounting those activities of Nahash.91 
4. Conclusions 
By way of conclusion to this essay I shall now briefly summarize my fin- 
dings on the questions with which it began. Concerning the question of Jose- 
phus' Biblical text(s) in Ant. 6.60-67, we saw considerable evidence that, for 
this segment, Josephus depends in first place, not on (proto-) MT, but rather on 
a text like that of BL 4QSama. The evidence includes the following: In line with 
B 10,19 Josephus (6.61) has Samuel enjoin the people to group themselves «by 
tribes and families», rather than by «tribes and thousands» (so MT L). He has 
a counterpart (6.62) to the BL plus regarding the «bringing near» of the Matri- 
tes «man by man» in 10,21. Like BL 10,22, he (6.64) makes Samuel, not the 
people (so MT), the one to turn to God in the face of Saul's absence and inclu- 
des a definite reference to the missing Saul in the word which Samuel addres- 
ses to God (compare MT 10,22 «is there yet a man to come hither?» which 
lacks that reference). His qualification of Saul's supporters as «honest (literally 
good) folk» (6.67) seems to reflect the BL 4QSama reading «men of valor» in 
10,26 as opposed to MT's «the army». Finally, Josephus' conclusion to the lot- 
89. MCCARTER, lSamuel 191, 199-200. L, for its part, has a conflate text, reading an equi- 
valent to MT at the end of 10,27, but also a chronological indication (xai EyÉvsto ~ c t a  pqva 
qpe~óv) comparable to that of B at the opening of 11,l. 
90. For the translation and text of this sequence, see MCCARTER, ZSamiiel 198-199. 
91. For more on this agreement between Josephus and 4QSama, see E.C. ULRICH, The Qum- 
ran Text and Josepkus (HSM 19), Chico, CA 1978, pp. 166-170; S. PISANO, Additions or Omis- 
sions in the Books of Samuel: The Signijicant Plusses or Minuses in tke Massoretic, LXX and 
Qumran Texts (OBO 57), FreiburgIGottingen 1984, pp. 91-98. 
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tery account and opening of the following story of Saul's victory over Nahash 
(6.67-68) clearly aligns itself with the readings of B and, in particular, 4QSama 
against MT to whose closing notice in 10,27 about Saul's «holding his peace» 
he has no equivalent, see above. These indications of Josephus' (primary) de- 
pendence on a «non-MT» text of lSam 10,17-27 accord with the long-standing 
scholarly concensus regarding the historian's text for the Books of Samuel 
overall.g2 At the same time, we did come upon several, admittedly minor, 
points of agreement between Josephus' version and MT against BL: like MT 
he lacks BL's specification that Samuel assembled «all» the people to Mizpah 
(6.60//10,17), while his reference to the people's «acclamations» stands closer 
to MT's mention of their «shouting» than to BL's notice on their «knowing» 
(6.66//10,24b, see n. 63). 
My second opening question concerned the (interconnected) «rewriting 
techniques» applied by Josephus to the source account in 6.60-67. Of these, 
the most conspicuous are his additions to/expansions of the Biblical story. 
These, in turn, may be further differentiated in terms of their extent and likely 
purpose. Some are rather extensive: in 6.60-61 he elaborates considerably 
upon Samuel's speech as cited in 10,18-19, underscoring the wrongheaded- 
ness of the people's demand for a king, while in 6.63 he appends a long ex- 
planation concerning the fact of Saul's absence (10,21b) which casts the 
king-elect in a highly positive light. The remaining Josephan additions in 
6.60-67 involve more small-scale insertions into the narrative flow of the 
source. Thus, e.g., he prepares for what follows (see 10,20-21) by having Sa- 
muel enjoin the people to «cast lots» (6.61 Jine, compare 10,19b). In severa1 
instances, transitional phrases are introduced to make the story's narrative 
flow more smoothly, see «the Hebrews having done so...» (6.62, compare 
10,20) and «that task accomplished» (6.67, compare 10,25b). A reference to 
the people's emotional response to Saul's absence is introduced (6.64), and the 
youth's «kingliness» accentuated (6.64 [Saul's «most kingly stature~], com- 
pare 10,23bB; 6.65 [Samuel declares Saul to be «worthy of sovereignty»], 
compare 10,24a). Josephus likewise inserts a specification concerning the pur- 
pose of Samuel's «depositing» of the book (6.66, compare 10,25a) along with 
mention of his own return home following his dismissal of the assembly (6.67, 
compare 10,25b). Lastly, by means of various minor expansions of the Bible's 
presentation of the malcontents (10,27), in 6.67b he highlights both their num- 
bers and their insolence, this with a viewing to setting up a more emphatic 
contrast with what follows (see n. 88). 
In contrast to his handling of Biblical material elsewhere in Ant., Josephus' 
omissions of source data common to al1 textual witnesses in lSam 10,17-27 are 
quite minor. He has no equivalent to the indication -of uncertain import- that 
92. On this point, see, E.C. ULRICH, Josephus'Biblical Text for the Books of Samuel, in Jose- 
phus, the Bible and History, L.H. Feldman and G. Hata (edd.), Detroit 1989, pp. 81-96. 
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it was «to the Lord» that Samuel assembled the people at Mizpah (10,17, com- 
pare 6.60) or his related injunction about their presenting themselves «before 
the Lord» (10,19, compare 6.61). The problematic chronological indication that 
the people have rejected the Lord «this day» (10,19, compare 6.61) is jettiso- 
ned (see n. 17). He drops as well the «undignified» specification of 10,22 that 
Saul was hiding «among the baggage» (compare 6.65, see n. 54) along with the 
«quotation» of the malcontents' question about the king from 10,27 (compare 
6.67). Josephus' one noteworthy re-arrangement within 6.60-67 comes in 
6.66b where, in contrast to the sequence of 10,25a, he has Samuel first write his 
words and only then proclaim these orally. 
In contrast to Josephus' limited use of omission and re-arrangement in 
6.60-67, stand his numerous and varied modz$cations/adaptations of the sour- 
ce's wording, style and content. Terminologically, we noted his invariable 
avoidancelrewording of the Vorlage's many uses of the divine title «the Lord» 
(see, e.g., 6.66a/l10,24a), as well as of its Botenformel (10,17, compare 6.60). 
Positively, Josephus thrice substitutes the title «the prophet» for the source's 
use of the proper name «Samuel» (6.64/110,22b BL; 6.66a1110,24a; 
6.66bl/10,25). On the stylistic level, Josephus, e.g., severa1 times replaces Bi- 
blical direct discourse with indirect (see 6.60-61a, compare 10,18-19a93; 6.64, 
compare 10,22a; cf. also 6.65 where the quotation of God's reply to Samuel's 
[thus BL 10,221 inquiry is transposed into the narrative notice «and having 
learnt from God where Saul was hiding»). He repeatedly (8x) introduces histo- 
ric present forms and wordplays on various forms of Greek roots, i.e. @ ~ ( L ) v  
-and Bao~h- (see n. 53). As elsewhere in Ant., the source's ubiquitous parata- 
xis yields to a «better Greek» hypertaxis (compare, e.g., 6.67 and 10,25b-27). 
A final class of Josephus' modifications/adaptations in 6.60-67 bears on 
matters of content. Samuel's invocation of God's past mighty deeds against 
Egypt and other oppressor kingdoms (10,18) is recast in more general terms 
with use of the Josephan Lieblingswort EhevOeeia in 6.60. The problem of 
Saul's absence from a procedure which seems to presuppose his presence for 
its functioning (see 10,21-22) is implicitly resolved by Josephus' notice, at the 
opening of 6.63, on Saul's «flight» once he learns that he has been selected by 
lot.g4 Samuel's somewhat vague question to the Deity (10,22a BL) is reformu- 
lated as a definite request (6.65). The account of Saul's «fetching» (10,23a) is 
modified (6.65): Samuel sends others after him, whereas in MT the people take 
the intiative in «running» to his hiding place and in BL Samuel himself goes in 
pursuit of the reluctant monarch. Sirnilarly, Saul, on coming to the assembly, is 
93. Recall, however, that at the end of his version of Samuel's speech in 6.61b (//10,19b) 
Josephus does have him switch to direct discourse. 
94. This notice, in turn, occasions Josephus' extended «commentary» on Saul's action to 
which the remainder of 6.63 is devoted. Here then, one notes the interplay among Josephus' va- 
rious rewnting techniques. 
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«set» by Samuel in its midst, instead of himself «taking his stand» there. Espe- 
cially noteworthy are Josephus' multiple modifications (6.66b) of the notices of 
10,25a concerning Samuel's initiatives following the acclamation of Saul. 
Here, the historian represents Samuel as «reading» words about «al1 that will 
come to pass» with the king as his hearer and then depositing the book con- 
taining those words «in the tabernacle of the Lord» as compared with the 
source notice that Samuel proclaimed (i.e. without use of a text which he will 
only compose subsequently) to the people «the U W D  of the kingship» and even- 
tually laid his book up «before the Lord». As suggested above (see nn. 69,71), 
Josephus' modifications in this instance serve, e.g., to eliminate the seeming 
duplication of lSam 8,lO-18 in 10,25a, just as they recall his repeated invoca- 
tions elsewhere of «documents» of various sorts preserved in «the temple». A 
final Josephan modification of source content surfaces in 6.67b where he re- 
places the (otiose, see n. 81) «theological» reference of 10,26 to those accom- 
panying Saul as having their «hearts touched by God» with a mention, designed 
to accentuate the contrast between them and the malcontents of 6.67~//10,27, 
of their dendering him the homage due a king». 
The last of my opening questions had to do with the overall «distinctive- 
ness» of Josephus' lottery story vis-2-vis the Biblical one. On this point, 1 
would make the following summary observations. Josephus' rendition repre- 
sents a stylistically «improved» version of the original, one which likewise re- 
flects his own linguistic preferences. Contentually, it aims to resolve 
difficulties posed by the source (e.g., Saul's absence from the lot-casting pro- 
cedure and the duplication of 1Sam 8,lO-18 in 10,25a) and to provide answers 
to questions that are left without such in the Bible itself (what did Samuel do 
once he dismissed the assembly?). Characters' psychology and motivations re- 
ceive much greater attention. The «anti-monarchism» of Samuel's speech 
(10'18-19) is considerably accentuated (see 6.60-61) in accord with Josephus' 
own dislike of kingship, just as the historian's favorable interest in prophecy 
finds expression in his three-fold designation of Samuel with the prophet title 
(6.64,66 [bis]). The positive stature of Saul is highlighted in a variety of res- 
pects; conversely, the threat posed by the insolent malcontents gets under- 
scored as well, the latter with a view to setting up a more dramatic contrast 
with what follows. On the other hand, the «de-theologizing» tendency evident 
in Josephus' retellings of many other Biblical episodes95 remains muted in our 
pericope (see his elimination of the reference to the «God-touched hearts» of 
Saul's supporters of 10,26 in 6.67). 
95. On the point, see L.H. FELDMAN, Use, Authority, and Exegesis of Mikra in the Writings 
of Josephus, in Mikra: Text, Translation, Reading, and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in An- 
cient Judaism and Early Christianity, J .  Mulder and H. Sysling (edd.) (CRINT 2,1), Assen 1988, 
PP. 455-518, 503-506. 
CHRISTOPHER T. BEGG 
The foregoing presentation has, 1 hope, at least conveyed a sense of the 
wide variety of means employed by Josephus in re-shaping a particular Bibli- 
cal narrative in line with his own aims and interests. 1 hope as well that it might 
serve to stimulate comparable «close readings~ of Josephus' renditions of other 
Scriptural episodes. 
Christopher T. BEGC 
Catholic University 
WASHINGTON, P. C. 20064 
U.S.A. 
RESUM 
1Sm 10,17-27 narra la ((loteria reial» que va donar lloc al reconeixement públic de Saül com 
a primer re¡ d'lsrael. Aquest article presenta una cornparació detallada entre el relat bíblic (tal come 
el trobem en MT, 4Sama, Codex Vaticanus, el MSS Lucianic dels LXX, i en el Targum Jonatan) i la 
versió de Flavi Josep d'aquest esdeveniment en Ant. 6.60-67. Entre les qüestions específiques que 
es tracten hi ha: la versió (versions) de 1 Sm 10,17-27 utilitzades per Flavi Josep, les tecniques de 
reformulació que el1 aplica (afegits, omissions, reordenacions, modificacions) i les característiques 
distintives que resulten de la seva presentació. 
